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LATIN SCRABBLE
This special version of the classic Scrabble game in Latin is the ideal way to have fun and improve your Latin at the same time. It has been created in conjunction with scholars from the University of Cambridge and elsewhere, together with the Cambridge Schools Classics Project. The game features a linen-hinged playing board and high-quality wooden letter tiles - it is non plus ultra of Latin word games!
PSCL .................................................................Game, $49.95

TEN FAIRY TALES IN LATIN
Enchant your students with Ten Fairy Tales in Latin. These popular fairy tales are presented as a script designed to be read aloud and performed in class or for a larger audience. Each tale concludes with both a traditional ending and a "twisted ending" - an unexpected alternative conclusion to the story. A puzzle or activity accompanies each tale. Paperback, 6"x9", 128 pages.
BCP7919 .....................................................Book, $19.00

LATIN READERS

WHO LOVES ME? QUIS ME AMAT? (BE)
Paperback, 5-1/2"x8-1/2", 64 pages.
BCP5416 .......Book, $10.00

WHAT WILL I EAT? QUID EDAM? (BE)
Paperback, 5-1/2"x8-1/2", 64 pages.
BCP5424 .........Book, $10.00

HOW MANY ANIMALS? QUOT ANIMALIA? (BE)
Paperback, 5-1/2"x8-1/2", 64 pages.
BCP5408 .........Book, $10.00

WHAT COLOR IS IT? QUO COLORE EST? (BE)
Paperback, 5-1/2"x8-1/2", 64 pages.
BCP5394 ......Book, $10.00

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)

L-1
LATIN IS FUN, BOOK I (B)
Lively Lessons for Beginners.
This book provides an introductory program that makes language acquisition a natural, enjoyable, and rewarding experience. The book includes all the elements for a one-year course. Paperback, 7-3/4" x 10-3/4", 419 pages.
ASPR487W.............Book, $36.95
ASPR487CD....Teacher’s Guide, $18.95

LATIN IS FUN, BOOK II (B-I)
Lively Lessons for Advanced Students. The purpose of this book is to provide a basal text for a full second course in Latin that meets the requirements of the national proficiency standards for this level of Latin. It continues the natural, personalized, enjoyable, and rewarding program of language acquisition begun in the first course. Softbound workbook, 7-3/4"x10-3/4", 408 pages.
ASPR605W......................Book, $34.95
ASPR605CD........Teacher’s Guide, $29.95

ECCE ROMANI – FOURTH EDITION, 2009 (B-I)
LEVEL I
AWL10895
Student Book Level I (hardcover)......$129.95
AWL10925
Student Book Level IA (softcover).....$59.95
AWL10932
Student Book Level IB (softcover).....$59.95
AWL11199
Language Activity Book I..................$29.95
AWL11090
Audio Program on CDs I....................$79.95

LEVEL II
AWL10918
Student Book Level II (hardcover).....$129.95
AWL11181
Language Activity Book II...............$29.95
AWL11106
Audio Program on CDs II...................$79.95

LEVEL III
AWL10901
Student Book Level III (hardcover)....$129.95
AWL10956
Language Activity Book III...............$29.95

CAMBRIDGE LATIN COURSE, 5TH EDITION
Developed by the University of Cambridge School Classics Project, this bestselling Latin program provides an enjoyable and carefully paced introduction to the Latin language, complemented by background information on Roman culture and civilization. The four units progress from simple stories written specially for the Course to adaptations of Roman authors and original literature. The texts are accompanied by explanations of key language points and supported by grammar practice exercises. The story begins in the town of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79 and follows the fortunes of the household of Lucius Caecilius Iucundus. Further titles in the Course take the reader to the Roman provinces of Britain and Egypt, and to imperial Rome itself.

Unit 1
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 216 pages, Hardback,
CAM70936..............................$44.95
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 216 pages, Paperback,
CAM90639..............................$32.95
Teacher's Manual
CAM78613.............................$64.95

Unit 2
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 208 pages, Hardback,
CAM70967..............................$44.95
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 208 pages, Paperback,
CAM99007..............................$32.95
Teacher's Manual
CAM51722.............................$64.95

Unit 3
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 360 pages, Hardback,
CAM70974..............................$84.95
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 360 pages, Paperback,
CAM75780..............................$64.95
Teacher's Manual
CAM39294.............................$64.95

Unit 4
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 384 pages, Hardback,
CAM70981..............................$84.95
Student Book,
6-1/2"x9", 384 pages, Paperback,
CAM93272..............................$64.95
Teacher's Manual
CAM60823..............................$64.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
A ROMAN MAP WORKBOOK
A Roman Map Workbook meets the needs of today's students and introduces them to the geography of Rome and the Roman world. The Workbook walks students through each map, discussing the importance of each place-name, making connections to Roman history and literature. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 144 pages.

BCP7995.................Book, $22.00
BCP8015.....Teacher's Guide, $22.00

CONVERSATIONAL LATIN FOR ORAL PROFICIENCY
Conversational Latin is an excellent dual-language resource for exploring ancient and contemporary topics ranging from the weather to politics in lively dialogs with authentic Roman expression. Each chapter offers 3 conversations in varying degrees of difficulty supported by topical vocabulary. Paperback. 6"x9", 410 pages.

BCP6226...............Book, $46.00

WORD MASTERY THROUGH DERIVATIVES
This workbook is specifically constructed for students studying Latin. Veteran teacher Elizabeth Heimbach organizes English derivatives by topic—two chapters devoted to affixes, twelve chapters presenting special topics like mythology, and eleven chapters featuring grammar-related derivatives like prepositions and deponent verb derivatives. A student-friendly and engaging narrative presents derivatives and demonstrates the symbiotic relationship between Latin and English. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 168 pages.

BCP8534...........................................Book, $24.00
BCP8541......................Teacher's Manual, $29.00

LECTIONES MEMORABILES-VOLUME I (A)
This reader contains the prescribed passages for the Vergil, Love Poetry, and Women portions of the IB Latin Syllabus with examinations in 2016, 2017, and 2018. Same-and facing-page notes provide historical background, cultural context, and grammatical assistance, introductions to each selection orient students to significant themes and events. The reader includes introductions to each author, appendices on meter and on literary terms, and a historical timeline. Contains selections from Catullus, Cicero, Livy, Ovid, Propertius, Tibullus, and Vergil. Paperback, 6"x9", 340 pages.

BCP8299.........................Book, 29.00

LECTIONES MEMORABILES-VOLUME II (A)
This reader contains the prescribed passages for the History and Good Living portions of the IB Latin Syllabus with examinations in 2016, 2017, and 2018. Same-and facing-page notes provide historical background, cultural context, and grammatical assistance, introductions to each selection orient students to significant themes and events. The reader includes introductions to each author, appendices on meter and on literary terms, and a historical timeline. Contains selections from Horace, Lucretius, Seneca, Suetonius, and Tacitus. Paperback. 6"x9", 160 pages.

BCP8305...........................................Book, 29.00

LECTIONES MEMORABILES-VOLUME III (A)

BCP8589..............................Book, $29.00

LECTIONES MEMORABILES-VOLUME IV (A)
This reader contains the prescribed passages for the Social Criticism and Villains portions of the IB Latin syllabus with examinations in 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022. Same- and facing-page notes provide historical background, cultural context, and grammatical assistance. Introductions to each selection orient students to significant themes and events. The reader includes introductions to each author, appendices on meter and on literary terms, and a historical timeline. The prescribed passages for Vergil, History, and Love Poetry can be found in Lectiones Memorabiles: Volume III. Paperback. 6"x9", 368 pages.

BCP8596..............................Book, $29.00
A NOTEBOOK FOR VERGIL'S AENEID
A Notebook for Vergil's Aeneid provides students with a system for processing their homework and preparing their Latin assignment for in-class presentation. The complete Latin text for the AP Latin Exam is triple-spaced to allow plenty of room for annotations. Below the Latin passage, students copy from their text books all the Latin vocabulary that they do not know. This changes the process of vocabulary building from one of passive recognition to active recall by creating personalized vocabulary lists for study. Paperback, 6"x9", 348 pages.

THE LABORS OF AENEAS: WHAT A PAIN IT WAS TO FOUND THE ROMAN RACE
This paperback book retells the story of The Aeneid in a light-hearted and understandable manner with humorous insights and asides. This volume makes Books I-XII enjoyable and easy to follow and may be used in conjunction with the Latin text in high school classrooms. Paperback, 6"x9", 114 pages.

AP Latin

VERGIL'S AENEID (A)
Selected Readings from Books 1, 2, 4, and 6
This text—an updated revision of selected passages from Pharr's Vergil's Aeneid, Books I-VI is designed for college and high school Advanced Placement* courses. It includes all the required Latin selections from Vergil's Aeneid for the 2012-2013 AP* Latin Curriculum. Paperback, 6"x9", 164 pages.

A VERGIL WORKBOOK (A)
Contains the Latin text of Vergil's Aeneid that is required reading for the AP* Latin Literature Exam. Exercises give students practice with all aspects of the AP* Vergil syllabus: content, translation, meter, grammar, syntax, vocabulary, figures of speech, and literary analysis. The format accustoms students to the kinds of questions found on the AP* Vergil Examination.

A CAESAR WORKBOOK (A)
It provides all the activities and exercises needed to reinforce the careful reading of classical authors in the original Latin. Sets of exercises geared to the AP* exam engage students directly with the Latin text and lead them to a heightened understanding of Caesar's De Bello Gallico. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 236 pages.

THE LATIN OF SCIENCE
This unique text provides a first-hand experience of what was for centuries the universal language of science-Latin. An historical survey sets the context for Latin selections from seventeen authors who wrote in Latin and three whose works were translated into Latin. Paperback, 6"x9", 428 pages.

THEY SAID IT FIRST
This text works well as both a reference and an entertaining read, offering up a diverse array of sources ranging from eighth century BCE epic poetry to twenty-first-century song lyrics-with select commentary. Quotes are arranged thematically, so finding the perfect saying to suit any occasion is simple and straightforward. Precise citation locations for each quote ensure that curious readers are able to directly consult the source material. Paperback, 6"x9", 348 pages.

THE LABORS OF AENEAS; WHAT A PAIN IT WAS TO FOUND THE ROMAN RACE
This paperback book retells the story of The Aeneid in a light-hearted and understandable manner with humorous insights and asides. This volume makes Books I-XII enjoyable and easy to follow and may be used in conjunction with the Latin text in high school classrooms. Paperback, 6"x9", 114 pages.

THEY SAID IT FIRST
This text works well as both a reference and an entertaining read, offering up a diverse array of sources ranging from eighth century BCE epic poetry to twenty-first-century song lyrics-with select commentary. Quotes are arranged thematically, so finding the perfect saying to suit any occasion is simple and straightforward. Precise citation locations for each quote ensure that curious readers are able to directly consult the source material. Paperback, 6"x9", 348 pages.

THE LABORS OF AENEAS; WHAT A PAIN IT WAS TO FOUND THE ROMAN RACE
This paperback book retells the story of The Aeneid in a light-hearted and understandable manner with humorous insights and asides. This volume makes Books I-XII enjoyable and easy to follow and may be used in conjunction with the Latin text in high school classrooms. Paperback, 6"x9", 114 pages.
A Notebook for Caesar’s De Bello Gallico

A Notebook for Caesar’s De Bello Gallico provides students with a system for processing their homework and preparing their Latin assignment for in-class presentation. The complete Latin text for the AP Latin Exam is triple-spaced to allow plenty of room for annotations. Below the Latin passage, students copy from their textbooks all the Latin vocabulary that they do not know. This changes the process of vocabulary building from one of passive recognition to active recall by creating personalized vocabulary lists for study. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 208 pages. BCP8268.........................................................Book, $10.00

Caesar: A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader

Caesar: A LEGAMUS Transitional Reader serves as a comprehensive introduction to Julius Caesar and his writings and an ideal component for a Pre-AP* Vertical Teams curriculum. Students using this text in third year Latin will be well prepared for an AP* course—comfortable with Caesar’s style and vocabulary having read Latin from both of his Commentarii and familiar with the range of Caesar’s accomplishments. Only the first selection from De Bello Gallico overlaps with the AP* syllabus required selections. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 290 pages. BCP7339..............................................................Book, $31.00
BCP7360........................................Teacher’s Guide, $31.00

Latin Grammar – Quick Study Guide

Three-panel reference guide is color coded to present information in an easy-to-use outline format. Each 8-1/2"x11" panel is laminated and three hole-punched. Helps the student find information quickly, making study time more efficient. BCI6511...............................$6.95

Latin Verbs-Conjugations Quick Study Guide

This three-panel reference guide is color coded to present information in an easy-to-use outline format. Each 8-1/2"x11" panel is laminated and three-hole-punched. This guide helps the student find information quickly, making study time more efficient. BCI3176.........................................$6.95

Classical Mythology and More, A Reader Workbook

Using Greek and Roman primary sources, this workbook for the twenty-first century offers middle- and high-school aged students in Classics, English and Language Arts classes a fresh retelling of timeless tales from Hesiod, Homer, Ovid and other authors. A wide variety of exercises, reflections, and vocabulary enrichment tasks accompany each myth. Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 460 pages. BCP5731..............................................................Book, $39.00

Dominus Quixotus: Eques Ultimus

Dominus Quixotus: Eques Ultimus is a novel for intermediate and advanced beginners in the Fluency Fast series of readers. It uses a vocabulary of approximately 270 different Latin words to tell a 1,400-word story in the present tense and the same story also in the past tense. It is repetitive and simple and uses many cognates to make the story comprehensible to adults and children. The story is intentionally written to be acted out in a class, but also to serve as independent reading in either the present or the past tense. Paperback, 5"x7", 66 pages. CPL806..............................................................Book, $8.95
Dictionaries

A LATIN PICTURE DICTIONARY FOR EVERYONE: LINGUA LATINA DEPICTA
Designed for Latin students, A Latin Picture Dictionary for Everyone asks the learner to make a ready connection between an image and its corresponding Latin word. Illustrated exercises provide an opportunity for students to practice with and internalize the Latin vocabulary. Softcover.

THREE ABECEDARIA: AN ALPHABETICAL APPROACH TO VOCABULARY
Three Abecedaria aims to equip readers to become logophiles, or lovers of words, by introducing them to the world of etymology. The author shares his own “logophilia” with readers as he leads them meandering through the world of words. These abecedaria are for high school students, especially juniors and seniors, who may want to increase their vocabularies—"A is for Apocalypticism; B is for Benediction; C is for Cogito ergo sum,” etc. The abecedaria are organized by language: Words Derived from Greek, Words Derived from Latin, and Words Derived from Latin Phrases. Softcover, 6”x9”, 122 pages.

Games

MENDAX, A LATIN CARD GAME
Mendax! (Liar! in English) is an engaging Latin card game that teaches students how to conjugate and translate Latin verbs fluently in the present active tense in all four conjugations. Two of the four decks feature present tense Latin verb forms that the student must translate. Two decks feature present tense English verb forms that the student must know in Latin. Also included are four decks for the teacher to customize. 8-1/2”x11”, Paperback, 448 playing cards.

LATIN SCRABBLE
This special version of the classic Scrabble game in Latin is the ideal way to have fun and improve your Latin at the same time. It has been created in conjunction with scholars from the University of Cambridge and elsewhere, together with the Cambridge Schools Classics Project. The game features a linen-hinged playing board and high-quality wooden letter tiles - it is non plus ultra of Latin word games!

Posters

CLASSROOM RULES IN LATIN
Ten signs printed on 8-1/2”x11” colored card stock of Latin Rules for use in the classroom. Parate! Scribite Bene! Audite Cura! And more!

LATIN EXPRESSIONS
Ten signs printed on 8-1/2”x11” colored card stock of common Latin Expressions for use in the classroom. Quid Agitis? Salvete! Valete! And more!

LATIN PROVERBS
Ten signs printed on 8-1/2”x11” colored card stock of common Latin proverbs for use in the classroom. Dictum Sapienti Sat Est, Non Omnia Possumus Omnes. And more!

LATIN CONTRACTIONS
Ten signs printed on 8-1/2”x11” colored card stock of common Latin contractions for use in the classroom. A.M., E.G., and P.S. And more!

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
LATIN CERTIFICATES OF MERIT
"Official" certification for students who excel in Latin. Provides an inexpensive way to honor students and encourage wider study. 8-1/2"x11", the certificate has blanks for inscribing student, school and/or club name, and official signatures. Full-color, 15 per package.
TL398.................................................................................................................Certificates, $12.95

SENSATIONAL STICKERS FOR THE LATIN CLASSROOM
Beautifully illustrated, large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 25 each of the 5 following expressions: Euge!; Optimum; Excellens; Labor bonus; Bene factum.
TL443...................................................................Stickers, $6.95

Study Guides for Classic Films for the Latin Classroom

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM
TL390.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL390CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL390DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS
TL391.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL391CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL391DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

POMPEII: THE LAST DAY
TL392.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL392CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL392DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

ROME: POWER AND GLORY
TL393.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL393CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL393DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

SPARTACUS
TL394.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL394CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL394DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

TROY
TL395.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL395CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL395DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

JULIUS CAESAR (1970)
TL396.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL396CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL396DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

MASADA
TL397.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL397CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL397DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

AUGUSTUS
TL416.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL416CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL416DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

EMPIRE
TL417.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL417CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL417DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE
TL418.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL418CD........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL418DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576